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a horse of a different color chiefly US, informal : a very
different thing or issue Ë That�s what we�ll do when he gets
here. But if he doesn�t show up . . . well, that�s a horse of a
different color.

beat a dead horse �chiefly US� or flog a dead horse infor-
mal 1 : to keep talking about a subject that has already
been discussed or decided Ë I don�t mean to beat a dead
horse, but I still don�t understand what happened. 2 : to
waste time and effort trying to do something that is impos-
sible Ë Is it just beating a dead horse to ask for another re-
count of the votes�

change horses in midstream : to choose a different leader
or policy during a time when serious problems are being
dealt with Ë a politician whose slogan for reelection is
�Don�t change horses in midstream�

eat a horse informal� Someone who is very hungry can be
described as being hungry enough to eat a horse. Ë I didn�t
eat today and now I�m so hungry I could eat a horse.

from the horse’s mouth informal, of information : from the
original source or person and therefore thought to be true
Ë I know it�s hard to believe but I heard it �straight� from
the horse�s mouth.

hold your horses informal� used to tell someone to slow
down, stop, or wait for a short time Ë �Hurry up. We need
to get going.� �Hold your horses. I�ll be ready in a minute.�

look a gift horse in the mouth : to look in a critical way at
something that has been given to you Ë I noticed the guitar
wasn�t made of real wood, but I didn�t say anything be-
cause you shouldn�t look a gift horse in the mouth.

put the cart before the horse see �����
the wrong horse � If you choose�pick�back �etc.� the
wrong horse, you choose or support someone or something
that is not successful. Ë The company has been losing mon-
ey, and many investors are beginning to feel that they may
have backed the wrong horse.

– see also ������� �����, ���� �����, ���� �����,
����������, ���-�����, ������� �����, ���
�����, �������� �����, ������ �����

2horse verb horses� horsed� horseing
horse around or Brit horse about �phrasal verb� informal

: to play in a rough or loud way : to engage in horseplay Ë
They were horsing around instead of studying. Ë He horsed
around with the kids for a while.

1horseeback ��hoVs�b�k� noun
on horseback : on the back of a horse Ë Before the inven-
tion of the automobile, people often traveled on horseback.
��they traveled by riding horses�

2horseback adj, always used before a noun : on the back of a
horse Ë a horseback rider ��a person riding on a horse� Ë Do
you enjoy horseback riding� ��the activity of riding horses�
– horseback adv, chiefly US Ë riding horseback

horse chestnut noun, pl � -nuts �count� : a tree with
flowers that grow in large bunches and large brown seeds�

also : the seed of a horse chestnut tree
horse–drawn adj : pulled by a horse or by a group of hors-
es Ë a horse-drawn carriage

horseefeatheers ��hoVs�f)ðVz� noun �noncount� US, old-
fashioned slang : foolish or untrue words : �������� Ë He
thought the story was a lot of horsefeathers.

horseefly ��hoVs�fla1� noun, pl -flies �count� : a type of large
biting fly

horseehair ��hoVs�heV� noun �noncount� : hair from the
mane or tail of a horse
– horsehair adj Ë horsehair fabric Ë a horsehair couch�sofa
��a couch�sofa filled with horsehair�

horse laugh noun, pl � laughs �count� informal : a loud
laugh

horseeman ��hoVsmən� noun, pl -men �-mən� �count�
1 : a person �especially a man� who rides horses Ë a skillful
horseman
2 : a person �especially a man� who breeds or raises horses
� compare ����������
– horseemaneship ��hoVsmən�@1p� noun �noncount� Ë a
camp where children learn horsemanship ��learn how to
ride horses�

horse opera noun, pl � -eras �count� chiefly US, old-
fashioned : �������� Ë the star of many horse operas

horseeplay ��hoVs�ple1� noun �noncount� : rough or loud
play : energetic and noisy playful activity Ë The lamp got
broken when the kids were engaging in a little horseplay.

horseepoweer ��hoVs�pawV� noun, pl horsepower : a
unit used to measure the power of engines �noncount� We
need an engine with greater�more horsepower. ��a more
powerful engine� �count� an engine with 200 horsepower�
often used figuratively Ë intellectual horsepower

horse race noun, pl� races �count�
1 : an event in which horses race and people bet on which
horse will win
2 chiefly US : a close contest Ë The election is sure to become
a horse race by early summer.
– horseeraceing ��hoVs�re1s1ŋ� noun �noncount� Ë He lost a
lot of money betting on horseracing.

horseeradeish ��hoVs�r�d1@� noun, pl -ishees
1 �count� : a tall plant whose root is used for making a sauce
2 �noncount� : a strong sauce made from the root of the
horseradish plant � often used before another noun Ë a
spicy horseradish sauce

horse’s ass noun, pl� asses �count� US, informal + impo-
lite : a very stupid or foolish person : ��� Ë She angrily told
him to stop acting like a horse�s ass.

horse sense noun �noncount� informal : the ability to
make good judgments or decisions : common sense Ë He
credits his success to good old-fashioned horse sense.

horseeshit ��hoVs�@1t� noun �noncount� US, informal + offen-
sive : ��������, ��������

horseeshoe ��hoVs�@uI� noun, pl -shoes
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��horə�z"Int6i� adv Ë The line extends horizontally.
horemone ��hoV�moCn� noun, pl -mones �count� : a natu-
ral substance that is produced in the body and that influenc-
es the way the body grows or develops Ë sex hormones Ë a hor-
mone deficiency
– horemoneal �hoV�moCn6� adj Ë hormonal changes

– hormonally adv Ë hormonally controlled changes
hormone replacement therapy noun �noncount� med-
ical : the use of the hormone estrogen to treat symptoms of
menopause

1horn ��hoVn� noun, pl horns
1 �count� a : one of the hard pointed parts that grows on
the head of some animals �such as cattle, goats, or sheep� b
�count� : a hard pointed part that grows on the nose of a rhi-
noceros c �noncount� : the hard material of which horns
are made Ë utensils made of horn
2 �count� : something that is shaped like a horn Ë a saddle
horn
3 �count� a : a brass musical instrument �such as a trumpet
or trombone� � see also ������� ����, ������ ����
b : an instrument made from an animal�s horn that is used
for music or for producing loud signals
4 �count� : a device that makes a loud noise Ë The driver in
the car behind me blew�honked his horn. � see picture at
���
5 the horn US slang : ���������� Ë When he heard there
was trouble, he got on the horn to the police. ��he phoned
the police�
blow your own horn or toot your own horn US, informal

: to talk about yourself or your achievements especially in
a way that shows that you are proud or too proud ËWe�ve
had a very successful year, and I think we have a right to
blow our own horn ���Brit� blow our own trumpet� a little.

lock horns see �����
on the horns of a dilemma : in a situation in which you
have to choose between things that are unpleasant or un-
desirable

pull in your horns also draw in your horns : to begin to
behave in a more careful way� especially : to spend or in-
vest money more carefully Ë The bad economic news has
caused many investors to pull in their horns.

take the bull by the horns see �����
– horneless ��hoVnləs� adj Ë a hornless animal

2horn verb horns� horned� horneing
horn in �phrasal verb� US, informal + usually disapproving

: to add your comment or opinion to a conversation or dis-
cussion that you have been listening to Ë Whenever I start
to talk, he always horns in. � usually + on Ë He always
horns in on the conversation.

horned ��hoVnd� adj : having horns or parts that look like
horns Ë a horned dinosaur Ë horned cattle Ë a horned owl ��an
owl that has feathers on its head that look like ears or horns�

horenet ��hoVnət� noun, pl -nets �count� : a flying insect that
has a powerful sting

hornet’s nest noun �singular�
1 : a situation or place in which there are many dangers Ë
The principal entered the hornet�s nest of angry parents.
2 : an angry reaction Ë His comments stirred up a hornet�s
nest of angry opposition and criticism.

horn–rimmed glasses noun �plural� : eyeglasses with
frames made of a plastic that resembles horn �sense 1c�

horn–rims ��hoVn�r1mz� noun �plural� : ����-������
�������

horny ��hoVni� adj horneieer� -est �also more�� most��
1 : made of horn �sense 1c� or a similar substance Ë a horny
growth
2 : hard and tough Ë horny skin
3 informal : sexually excited Ë horny teenagers

horoescope ��horə�skoCp� noun, pl -scopes �count� : ad-
vice and future predictions based on the date of a person�s
birth and the positions of the stars and planets Ë She checked
the newspaper for her horoscope.

horerenedous �hə�r)ndəs� adj �more �� most �� : very bad
or unpleasant : �������� Ë horrendous crimes Ë Her taste in
clothes is horrendous. Ë a horrendous traffic jam
– horerenedousely adv

horerieble ��horəbəl� adj �more�� most��
1 : causing horror : very shocking and upsetting Ë He suf-
fered a horrible death. Ë The crime scene was too horrible to
describe. Ë a horrible accident
2 : very bad or unpleasant Ë a horrible ��disgusting� smell Ë
That was a horrible ��terrible, awful� movie. Ë The team had a

horrible season last year. Ë He realized that he had made a
horriblemistake.
– horeriebly ��horəbli� adv ËHe died horribly. ËHe was horri-
bly disfigured in the fire. Ë Something had gone horribly
wrong.

horerid ��horəd� adj �more�� most��
1 : very shocking or bad Ë People there are living in horrid
conditions. Ë a horrid ��horrible� crime
2 : very unpleasant Ë The medicine was horrid. ËHe�s a horrid
little man.
– horeridely adv

horeriefic �hoV�r1f1k� adj �more �� most �� : causing horror
or shock Ë a horrific crime
– horerieficealely adv Ë a horrifically brutal murder Ë horrifi-
cally expensive

horeriefy ��horə�fa1� verb -fies� -fied� -fyeing �+ obj� : to
cause �someone� to feel horror or shock : to greatly upset
and shock �someone� Ë The details of the crime horrified the
nation. Ë They were horrified by�at the movie�s violence.
– horrified adj �more �� most �� Ë He was horrified to real-
ize that his comments had been overheard. Ë She had a hor-
rified look on her face. – horrifying adj �more�� most��
Ë a horrifying experience – horeriefyeingely adv Ë a horrify-
ingly brutal crime

1horeror ��horV� noun, pl -rors
1 �noncount� : a very strong feeling of fear, dread, and shock
Ë There was a look of horror on her face. Ë He saw to his hor-
ror that he couldn�t escape. ��he was horrified to see that he
couldn�t escape� Ë The crowd watched in horror as the fire
spread.
2 �noncount� : the quality of something that causes feelings
of fear, dread, and shock : the horrible or shocking quality
or character of something Ë His friends were shocked by the
horror of his death. Ë the horror of war
3 : something that causes feelings of fear, dread, and shock
: something that is shocking and horrible �count� His crimes
were unspeakable horrors. ËHis memoirs recount the horrors
of the war. �noncount� tales of horror
4 �count� chiefly Brit, informal : a child who behaves very
badly Ë Their children are perfect little horrors�
have a horror of : to have a strong dislike for or fear of
�something� Ë Some students seem to have a horror of using
the dictionary. Ë Like many teenagers, she has a horror of
being seen in public with her parents. Ë He has a horror of
being caught unprepared.

horror of horrors informal + humorous� used to describe
something as shocking or horrible Ë There was no televi-
sion at the cabin, so�horror of horrors��we had to spend
the evenings reading books and playing board games.

shock horror see ������
2horror adj, always used before a noun : intended to cause
feelings of fear or horror Ë a horror movie Ë He writes horror
novels.

horror show noun, pl � shows �count� informal : some-
thing that is difficult to deal with or watch because it is so
bad, unpleasant, etc. Ë The trial has been a horror show.

horror story noun, pl� -ries �count� informal
1 : a story about an actual event or experience that is very
unpleasant ËWe�ve all heard horror stories about airlines los-
ing people�s luggage.
2 : an experience that is very unpleasant Ë Her childhood
was a horror story.

hors d’oeuvre �oV�dVv� noun, pl hors d’oeuvres �count�
: a food served in small portions before the main part of a
meal Ë a tray of assorted hors d�oeuvres

1horse ��hoVs� noun, pl horsees
1 �count� : a large animal that is used for riding and for car-
rying and pulling things Ë ride�mount a horse� often used
before another noun Ë a horse farm Ë horse people ��people
who raise or have a special interest in horses� � compare
����, �����, ����, �������, ����, ����, ��������� see
also ������� �����, ���������, ���������
2 �count� a : a frame used to support a piece of wood while
it is being cut with a saw : �������� b : a large piece of
equipment used in gymnastics : ������ �����
3 horses �plural� informal a US : ���������� Ë a car
with 275 horses b the horses : horse races ËHe lost a lot of
money on the horses.
4 �count� US, informal : an athlete who is strong and who
helps a team to win� usually plural Ë a team with the horses
to win the pennant ��a team with the good players needed to
win the pennant�
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a horse of a different color chiefly US, informal : a very
different thing or issue Ë That�s what we�ll do when he gets
here. But if he doesn�t show up . . . well, that�s a horse of a
different color.

beat a dead horse �chiefly US� or flog a dead horse infor-
mal 1 : to keep talking about a subject that has already
been discussed or decided Ë I don�t mean to beat a dead
horse, but I still don�t understand what happened. 2 : to
waste time and effort trying to do something that is impos-
sible Ë Is it just beating a dead horse to ask for another re-
count of the votes�

change horses in midstream : to choose a different leader
or policy during a time when serious problems are being
dealt with Ë a politician whose slogan for reelection is
�Don�t change horses in midstream�

eat a horse informal� Someone who is very hungry can be
described as being hungry enough to eat a horse. Ë I didn�t
eat today and now I�m so hungry I could eat a horse.

from the horse’s mouth informal, of information : from the
original source or person and therefore thought to be true
Ë I know it�s hard to believe but I heard it �straight� from
the horse�s mouth.

hold your horses informal� used to tell someone to slow
down, stop, or wait for a short time Ë �Hurry up. We need
to get going.� �Hold your horses. I�ll be ready in a minute.�

look a gift horse in the mouth : to look in a critical way at
something that has been given to you Ë I noticed the guitar
wasn�t made of real wood, but I didn�t say anything be-
cause you shouldn�t look a gift horse in the mouth.

put the cart before the horse see �����
the wrong horse � If you choose�pick�back �etc.� the
wrong horse, you choose or support someone or something
that is not successful. Ë The company has been losing mon-
ey, and many investors are beginning to feel that they may
have backed the wrong horse.

– see also ������� �����, ���� �����, ���� �����,
����������, ���-�����, ������� �����, ���
�����, �������� �����, ������ �����

2horse verb horses� horsed� horseing
horse around or Brit horse about �phrasal verb� informal

: to play in a rough or loud way : to engage in horseplay Ë
They were horsing around instead of studying. Ë He horsed
around with the kids for a while.

1horseeback ��hoVs�b�k� noun
on horseback : on the back of a horse Ë Before the inven-
tion of the automobile, people often traveled on horseback.
��they traveled by riding horses�

2horseback adj, always used before a noun : on the back of a
horse Ë a horseback rider ��a person riding on a horse� Ë Do
you enjoy horseback riding� ��the activity of riding horses�
– horseback adv, chiefly US Ë riding horseback

horse chestnut noun, pl � -nuts �count� : a tree with
flowers that grow in large bunches and large brown seeds�

also : the seed of a horse chestnut tree
horse–drawn adj : pulled by a horse or by a group of hors-
es Ë a horse-drawn carriage

horseefeatheers ��hoVs�f)ðVz� noun �noncount� US, old-
fashioned slang : foolish or untrue words : �������� Ë He
thought the story was a lot of horsefeathers.

horseefly ��hoVs�fla1� noun, pl -flies �count� : a type of large
biting fly

horseehair ��hoVs�heV� noun �noncount� : hair from the
mane or tail of a horse
– horsehair adj Ë horsehair fabric Ë a horsehair couch�sofa
��a couch�sofa filled with horsehair�

horse laugh noun, pl � laughs �count� informal : a loud
laugh

horseeman ��hoVsmən� noun, pl -men �-mən� �count�
1 : a person �especially a man� who rides horses Ë a skillful
horseman
2 : a person �especially a man� who breeds or raises horses
� compare ����������
– horseemaneship ��hoVsmən�@1p� noun �noncount� Ë a
camp where children learn horsemanship ��learn how to
ride horses�

horse opera noun, pl � -eras �count� chiefly US, old-
fashioned : �������� Ë the star of many horse operas

horseeplay ��hoVs�ple1� noun �noncount� : rough or loud
play : energetic and noisy playful activity Ë The lamp got
broken when the kids were engaging in a little horseplay.

horseepoweer ��hoVs�pawV� noun, pl horsepower : a
unit used to measure the power of engines �noncount� We
need an engine with greater�more horsepower. ��a more
powerful engine� �count� an engine with 200 horsepower�
often used figuratively Ë intellectual horsepower

horse race noun, pl� races �count�
1 : an event in which horses race and people bet on which
horse will win
2 chiefly US : a close contest Ë The election is sure to become
a horse race by early summer.
– horseeraceing ��hoVs�re1s1ŋ� noun �noncount� Ë He lost a
lot of money betting on horseracing.

horseeradeish ��hoVs�r�d1@� noun, pl -ishees
1 �count� : a tall plant whose root is used for making a sauce
2 �noncount� : a strong sauce made from the root of the
horseradish plant � often used before another noun Ë a
spicy horseradish sauce

horse’s ass noun, pl� asses �count� US, informal + impo-
lite : a very stupid or foolish person : ��� Ë She angrily told
him to stop acting like a horse�s ass.

horse sense noun �noncount� informal : the ability to
make good judgments or decisions : common sense Ë He
credits his success to good old-fashioned horse sense.

horseeshit ��hoVs�@1t� noun �noncount� US, informal + offen-
sive : ��������, ��������

horseeshoe ��hoVs�@uI� noun, pl -shoes
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